WSSF Collectors Receive Total of $914.54, Pledge Drive

With the World Student Service Fund drive officially over, a total of $914.54 has been collected from the students, faculty, and alumni of the drive. Pledges totaling $270.30 are due by Monday, Dec. 15.

In Taliaferro hall, $25.64; Morris hall, $132.50; Monroe hall, $74.30; Brown hall, $14.90; Tyler hall, $27.15; tax included.

Failure to the lack of training of collection officers, $297.30 are due by Monday, Dec. 15.

Tallying $914.54 has been collected from the students, faculty and reports are not final...Waldo laid a part of the drive's failure to the lack of training of collection officers, the World Student Service Fund drive was sponsored by the Student Religious Union, and Waldo was conducted by a committee composed of an important member of the student government, the faculty and the Marketing Board. Since the scope of the drive is the responsibility of all students, the responsibility extends to the college community as a whole.

The drive should be the responsibility of all students, not the representatives of the organization. There should be a core of students who should be a part of the drive, not the representatives of organizations on campus. It should have been started by a committee composed of representatives of the student government, the faculty and the Marketing Board. Since the scope of the drive is the responsibility of all students, the responsibility extends to the college community as a whole.

The drive's purpose was to aid American Relief organizations, which are in need of food, medicine, clothes, shelter and equipment.

Author To Speak At Anniversary of Phi Beta Kappa

Walter Lippman, news analyst, and Allston Williams will take part in the 21st anniversary celebration of the founding of Phi Beta Kappa. It will be held Friday, Dec. 5, at the College of William and Mary.

Mr. Lippman will address a public session to be held at 8 p.m. on that date in Phi Beta Kappa hall. His subject will be "Philosophy and the United States Foreign Policy."

A Harvard graduate, Lippman has served as associate editor of the New York World Telegram and Sun and editor of the New York Herald Tribune, and newspapers all over the country, carried his opinion columns. He is the author of 28 books on themes of American political thought and contributions to Life, Harper's and the Atlantic.

During the First World War he held the rank of captain in the U.S. army intelligence. He has been a member of the National Institute of Arts and Letters and a member of the American Academy of Arts and Letters.

Dr. D. D. Holt Talks To Chapel Audience

"New patterns for living are needed in these changing times," Minister Holt said, "and this is the reason why we are turning the World Student Service Fund drive into a new campaign.

A reception and discussion in the chapel services Wednesday at 7 p.m. on that date in Phi Beta Kappa hall. His subject will be "Philosophy and the United States Foreign Policy."

A reception and discussion in the chapel services Wednesday at 7 p.m. on that date in Phi Beta Kappa hall. His subject will be "Philosophy and the United States Foreign Policy."

Dr. D. D. Holt, pastor of Trinity Methodist Church, will speak at the annual meeting of the faculty at the Divinity School of Duke University. Holt, an authority on the subject of college and non-profit organizations, was invited by the Methodist College, Chicago, and by the National Council of Churches to hold the positions of vice president of the World Student Service Fund drive.

Rushing preliminaries for women began yesterday at 7 p.m. in Washington 200 with a mass meeting for freshman women and sorority and fraternity women will hold a reception for new men on campus.

Dr. Folin To Speak At Chapel Services

Dr. Folin will address a public session to be held at 8 p.m. on that date in Phi Beta Kappa hall. His subject will be "Philosophy and the United States Foreign Policy."

A reception and discussion in the chapel services Wednesday at 7 p.m. on that date in Phi Beta Kappa hall. His subject will be "Philosophy and the United States Foreign Policy."

"Everyone is urged to bring $2 bills and $5 bills for Thanksgiving relief," Dr. Folin declared.

Backdrop Heads Listen To Try-outs For Varsity Show

Work on the 1948 varsity show moved into a new phase this week with the following announcements:

Dr. Folin To Speak At Chapel Services

Dr. Folin will address a public session to be held at 8 p.m. on that date in Phi Beta Kappa hall. His subject will be "Philosophy and the United States Foreign Policy."

A reception and discussion in the chapel services Wednesday at 7 p.m. on that date in Phi Beta Kappa hall. His subject will be "Philosophy and the United States Foreign Policy."

"Everyone is urged to bring $2 bills and $5 bills for Thanksgiving relief," Dr. Folin declared.

"Blithe Spirit" Immortalizes W&M Players In Matters Supernatural

By Ronald King

As the William and Mary Players move into the third week of rehearsals for Blithe Spirit, the职权 will be produced at Phi Beta Kappa hall Dec. 3 and 4, and the director and Assistant Hunt are climaxing themselves in matters supernatural.

Real Comedy, a ghostly, ghastly affair, features Charles Conderstone, a well-to-do young lawyer, who is engaged to Dulcie Cartwright. When Madame Arcati, clairvoyant colonel, sets up shop in the Conderstone home, strange things happen.

Elvira Returns

Whoever launched Elvira into the world of the living on her way to champagne at the ceremony, in the words of Gooch, are all dead, all decked out in "new-look" cologne, to do a few dances on her own swing. This, according to Charles and the new wife, is not exactly "crotchet."

The Players have been reading rock and roll and about ghosts, pixies and hobgoblins to gel into the spirit of the play. One of the east of seven is practically a technical advisor on the subject of ghosts. Dulcie Dale has had her own low-artist in a whirl in a terror about a mystery materialization which she has herself witnessed.
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W&M-Richmond Vandalism

With the annual football game with the University of Richmond slated for Thanksgiving on Thursday, the two colleges are concerned about acts of vandalism in the form of painting campus buildings and other property.

A group of William and Mary students have gone to Richmond where they have been engaged in painting the walls of various buildings and other property. Richmond students will return the act before the game.

There is a possibility that there may be other destructive acts. "Spirit is fine, but please let's have some respect for the buildings," Mr. Callaway's attitude is, in reality, "Quiet, please. The rushee's a good idea to give the opinions of our students, is, in reality, an activity which pays off on the other sports at William and Mary." The rushee's a good idea to give the opinions of our students, is, in reality, an activity which pays off on the other sports at William and Mary. The rushee's a good idea to give the opinions of our students, is, in reality, an activity which pays off on the other sports at William and Mary.
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_**Federalist Plan Perfect---On Paper**_

A modern "Constitution," has said, "must be as complete and perfect as possible, sure to be policed at forty!" Another has declared that world federation has replaced communism as the "fad" among college sophomores.

We do not quite subscribe to that drastic analysis, but we do think some of our World Federalists friends are inclined to resemble the stereotyped description of the "typical college sophomore" in one respect. They have a nice, new,和完善的 scheme, but they forget the problems confronting the world. Their scheme is perfect in every detail—on paper. There is just one flaw; it doesn't work.

No! It does not deny the sincerity of the average World Federalist. At any rate, we have a high estimate of the sincerity of those students who know the world to be a World Federalist. Further, no one should call them "radicals." In fact, idealists who take an extreme, "reform-seeking," position are the worst enemies of the "typical college sophomore" who wants to go blithely about the business of power, or world government. But we Americans, small minority of the people of the world, are sure to be policemen at forty.

The Federalists' scheme are beginning to look as though the "universal prejudice" in favor of a democratic set-up, as expressed in the UN, has worn off, and the flaws in the Federalists' goal. The solution to be reached is being abandoned. But, as they are so insistent on the proposition that, as long as we are governed by human beings, concentrated power tends to become concentrated, the government were democratic in form at the beginning, this writer claims that, as long as we are socialists, the solution of this problem is in the field of world federal government. One of the United States' colleges' colleges approved by the State Board of Education meeting held yesterday.

The recommendation was made following the report of a committee in State teaching public library librarians, composed of Assistant State Superintendent R. C. Haydon, Director; F. O. Wygal and Supervisor C. W. Dickinson, Jr. The course at William and Mary is being discontinued at the request of Assistant J. E. F.'s. Part Because of the small enrollment.

The board of the department of library science at the College of William and Mary after the current school year and the establishment of a similar course at one of the State teachers' colleges was approved by the State Board of Education meeting held yesterday. The recommendation was made following the report of a committee in State teaching public library librarians, composed of Assistant State Superintendent R. C. Haydon, Director; F. O. Wygal and Supervisor C. W. Dickinson, Jr. The course at William and Mary is being discontinued at the request of Assistant J. E. F. Part because of the small enrollment. The board of the department of library science at the College of William and Mary after the current school year and the establishment of a similar course at one of the State teachers' colleges was approved by the State Board of Education meeting held yesterday. The recommendation was made following the report of a committee in State teaching public library librarians, composed of Assistant State Superintendent R. C. Haydon, Director; F. O. Wygal and Supervisor C. W. Dickinson, Jr. The course at William and Mary is being discontinued at the request of Assistant J. E. F. Part because of the small enrollment. The board of the department of library science at the College of William and Mary after the current school year and the establishment of a similar course at one of the State teachers' colleges was approved by the State Board of Education meeting held yesterday. The recommendation was made following the report of a committee in State teaching public library librarians, composed of Assistant State Superintendent R. C. Haydon, Director; F. O. Wygal and Supervisor C. W. Dickinson, Jr. The course at William and Mary is being discontinued at the request of Assistant J. E. F. Part because of the small enrollment. The board of the department of library science at the College of William and Mary after the current school year and the establishment of a similar course at one of the State teachers' colleges was approved by the State Board of Education meeting held yesterday. The recommendation was made following the report of a committee in State teaching public library librarians, composed of Assistant State Superintendent R. C. Haydon, Director; F. O. Wygal and Supervisor C. W. Dickinson, Jr. The course at William and Mary is being discontinued at the request of Assistant J. E. F. Part because of the small enrollment.
Indians Seek Pair Of Titles In Final Game

Another Thanksgiving brings to mind the traditional football rivalry between William and Mary and the University of Richmond in a Southern conference game at City Stadium in Richmond Thursday at 3 p.m.

Both schools have plenty of reason to want to win this one, besides the fact that it has been the big game of the year for a long time—45 years over a 49-year period, to be exact. This year should be the one when the trend of the game takes a shift, with each team holding 22 victories over the other. A victory could give the Tribe a decided edge on a percentage basis. A victory by Richmond would also clinch the lifts MacLachlan at ends, George McCooey at halfbacks, Charlie Link at guards and Jack Jones at center.

The Indians will rule as a heavy favorite on the basis of their recent record. Virginia since 1938, the last time the Tri-" in a Thanksgiving Day Clash

Braves Face Richmond In Thanksgiving Day Clash

The Indians will rule as a heavy favorite on the basis of their recent record against the Spiders. They have won eight while dropping six. The Richmond eleven has defeated Randolph-Macon, Old Dominion, Florida State, Maryland, Virginia, Hampden-Sydney and VMI and lost one so far, while the Spiders have won but three games and Mary since 1938, the last time the

TRIBE SMACKS BOWLING GREEN FOR 20-0 WIN

Coach Rube McCray's William and Mary Indians won as expected over Bowling Green, of Ohio, here last Saturday, although the extent of the devastation caused by the Tribe is not indicated by the 20-0 score. Playing against an under-rated but still inferior team, the Green eleven finished several scoring opportunities.

The visitors threw up a surprisingly strong defense against the W&M ground attack, but their aerial coverage and offense were not of the same caliber. Perhaps the outstanding back on the field was Buddy Lex, hard-running Indian tailback, who at-

A football letter of the year was scored by Lex on the 14. McCooey, back in uniform for the first time in several weeks, kicked the extra point from the 25 and Mary drew blood, climaxing a three-yard sweep around right end in the first quarter after a three-yard sweep around right end in the fourth period after a series of screen passes and a couple of effective running plays.

The Tribe offense was helped by the 20-0 score. Playing against an under-rated but still inferior team, the Green eleven finished several scoring opportunities. The visitors threw up a surprisingly strong defense against the W&M ground attack, but their aerial coverage and offense were not of the same caliber. Perhaps the outstanding back on the field was Buddy Lex, hard-runn-

SMOKE SIGNALS

BY BILL GREEK

An interesting problem was brought to our attention last week in a letter regarding the participation of Negro athletes in contests in Virginia. A letter regarding the participation of Negro athletes in contests in Virginia. The letter read as follows:
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SMOKE SIGNALS
(Continued from Page 6)

For as Williams and Mary is concerned, this must be done as soon as possible. If revision of the rules is impossible, then our college should have the conference.

At the present time, the football and other athletic schedules for next year have been decided. In accord with the present students and the alumni want this college to achieve fame and glory. The greatest teams that we will send out in the future must be restricted by the undoubted regulations of the Southern conference.

Therefore, I request the sports department of The FLAT HAT to take a positive stand on this issue. It is imperative that this be done as soon as possible in order to prevent any further hiatus, for the same reason, the fine name of our college, and to permit our great teams to compete with some other schools, regardless of racial differences among the players.

May I suggest that the Southern conference regulations on this matter be published in The FLAT HAT. May I also suggest that any "commits" that have arisen, or that will arise, be given speedy publication in the college paper in order that the student body can be aware of the situation and demand a change.

Very truly yours,

Allan H. Schwartzman.

A quick review of Virginia Athletics regarding segregation reveals that, while the spectators are required by law to be seated in separate sections, no mention is made of the players. The purpose of the writer for Harvard against the University of Virginia in Charlottesville was something which was under discussion. The writer was well received, although it was something of an experiment. When such situations arise, the best possible handling is to treat the man just like any other athlete, which should not be too difficult for college students.

William and Mary has been involved in any serious controversy regarding Negro athletes, the occasion which arose last spring. This is a type of segregation which cannot be regulated by law, and which would continue, probably, after any change in legislation on the subject. Much of the time has been centered around segregation in the college and in any other college facilities. While closed practices are still being conducted, the total is well below the 10% required by law.

The mythical co-ed swimming team that department presented, after seeing the intramural program a 10-year group, was not good even on paper. A recent review stated: "There will NOT BE A CO-ED TEAM TO REPRESENT THE COLLEGE this FALL. NEXT SPRING?"

Judy Gonick, coach of previous aquatic teams, scheduled three meets and entered these threepartisan matches with a few teamwork among the students. But this was accomplished by the physical education department to the like of other co-ed sports. These threepartisan matches is a form of swimming. The mythical team was composed of the best women of exceptional ability from both the college and university. The 10-year group will be open for a sport that has not been scheduled in the college and university, and the girls will be required to work on the team to be scheduled.

Last year Williams and Mary was blessed with a squad composed of a dozen girls and they posted a record of 4-2. All of the other varsity teams. At least 15 participants are necessary to have a well-balanced team; the women's team now are capable of winning 20 races. Women's athletic contests have received an outburst of interest among the Southern conference and was named the all-Southern mythical team.

Basketball practice has been in progress quite regularly, with Coach Barney Williams working his team five days a week for six hours. The players have gotten into shape satisfactorily and have been doing some more advanced work during the past couple of weeks.

As Co-captains For Basketball

The East and the West met last week when members of the 1947-48 William and Mary basketball team elected Charlie Teach of Long Branch, Calif., and Charlie Nolan, of Newport News, as co-captains of the Indian basketball team.

Charlie, who is to William and Mary after serving in the service, and Sokol played at both the University of Richmond and the University of South Carolina, was chosen first as a halfback, and later as a Naval ROTC student.

For-1945 Sokol was high scorer in the Southern conference, and was named to the all-Southern mythical team.

Both men showed up well last season, and both are listed as seniors although they have some eligibility left.

Cagers Select Sokol, Teach

The victory boosted the OD team's record far superior to most of the league, and later as a Naval ROTC student.
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Vito Ragazzo Shows Ability As Flankman

By Earle M. Copp, Jr.

A position on the football team which hasn't worried Coach B. N. McCray very much is left end. Holding down the starting post is Bob Steckroth, but he has a worthy substitute in Vito Ragazzo, from Afex, Ky.

The lanky freshman, who has hurried the Indians opposite constantly, has turned four pass receptions into touchdowns. Altogether he has gathered in nine passes for 157 yards. Two other scores came in the VMI game, the second being another Ragazzo touch down. The 13 1/2 yards gained on this pass last year were the only gain of the game.

Al Thomas Expects Outstanding in their respective sports and athletes in England, but looking over the tri-purple, the All-England team is made up of the best with talent. So far they have beaten all the teams we have had on the field. They downed our All-American team 6-0 at Delphi, Long Island. The All-Phi­thalte team lost to them 3-0. They own both of their games from Smith and Earlham 20-0 and 24-0 respectively. The English women came to see the Restor­phant one English team run 100 yards in 10.3.

The All-American team 6-0 at Delphi, Long Island. The All-Phi­thalte team lost to them 3-0. They won both of their games from Smith and Earlham 20-0 and 24-0 respectively. The English women came to see the Restor­phant one English team run 100 yards in 10.3.

During the year, Vito turned the ball to Vito running into a corner of the end zone. That play went for 33 yards.

Scored Against Boston

Just in the melee up in Boston Ragazzo raked up six points for the Big Green when he snared a throw from Budd Lex for a tally on a play that accounted for 38 yards. Two other scores came in the VMI game, the second being another Ragazzo touch down. The 13 1/2 yards gained on this pass last year were the only gain of the game.

Ragazzo, who collects silver dol­lars in a sideline, came to William and Mary in February of 1945, from Williamson high school in Williamson, W Va., across the river from Afex. In high school he earned the captaincy of the West Virginia All-State team, and also played in the state's North-South game. Ragazzo, who collects silver dol­lars in a sideline, came to William and Mary in February of 1945, from Williamson high school in Williamson, W Va., across the river from Afex. In high school he earned the captaincy of the West Virginia All-State team, and also played in the state's North-South game.

Played Basketball

During his first semester here he earned a letter as center on the basketball squad, and in the spring turned to the campus last February in time to take part in the spring practices.

Al Thomas Expects Early Track Work

Track coach Al Thomas has stated that, weather permitting, there will be post-Christmas track training here. Also, he hopes to hold inter-squad timing try­outs before the holidays.

Track practice will begin right here at William and Mary this year. Among those who are expected to be outstanding in their respective fields are: Clarence Roy, who can do the half-mile in 1:59; pole vaulter Jack Reymond, who won the State title last year; Long Creekman, who possesses great possibilities in shot-putting; Franca McPallen, sprinter, who was undefeated last year until he injured a leg muscle.

On the schedule are the Apprentice School, two meets from Wake Forest, Virginia, V.M.I., Richmond, the Big Six meet, the Southern Conference Meet and the State A. A. U.

Bridge Intramurals Begin, Finals To Start Next Week

Bridge intramurals started last week in Barrett living room. Rub­bars were played (Nov. 21 and 24 with the final days of play sched­uled for next week—Dec. 2 and 3 at 4:00. Another table of four girls is needed to complete the round. If anyone is interested she should contact Virginia MacKenzie at the Kappa Delta house before Thurs­day evening.

Caucus are played in the second period. Later in the same quarter, Al Skultety broke loose on a 73 yard dash to complete the round; if anyone is interested she should contact Virginia MacKenzie at the Kappa Delta house before Thurs­day evening.

Let Us Do The Work This Christmas

You Select the Gift

(We have them for all members of your family)

We'll Pack and Ship It for You

CAPITOL RESTAURANT

( air Conditioned for Your Personal Comfort)

PROPRIETORS: ANGELO COSTAS AND TOM BALTAS

The Best Place To Eat in the Colonial City

COME IN ANYTIME BETWEEN 6 A.M. AND 12 P.M. AND ENJOY SPECIALLY MADE FOODS AT LOW COSTS.

OUR MOTTO: "Good Foods Promote Good Health."

YOUR PATRONAGE APPRECIATED

WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA

Hockey Expert Visits Campus During Tour

By Jeanne Bamforth

An interview with Miss Con­stance Appleby of England, one of women's field hockey both in England and America, was con­ducted under different circumstances than would be expected. Instead of holding a tape recorder, she was winding balls of yarn to send to a school where the yarn would be knitted into afghans. Those balls are needed badly by the children in the English hospita­cles due to the lack of heat.

Miss Appleby started her hockey career in her native country, Eng­land. She came to America in 1961 to attend Harvard summer school and was persuaded to teach hockey to American girls by Miss Eunalea Age of Vassar. Miss Appleby went on to teach the game at Wellesley and Smith. She also started a school where she taught physical education teachers the rudiments of hockey. Her visits to the United States are now de­voted to her summer camp locat­ed in the Pocono mountains in Pennsylvania.

Richmond Jayvees Top W&M, 20-12

William and Mary's Junior Var­sity gridiron gridders ended their season with a 20-12 defeat at the hands of the Baby Spiders of the University of Richmond there Friday after­noon.

Johnny Thompson of Richmond passed to Billy Cox for the first touchdown and Anderson convert­ed the second period. Later in the same quarter, Al Skultety broke loose on a 73 yard dash to complete the round; if anyone is interested she should contact Virginia MacKenzie at the Kappa Delta house before Thurs­day evening.

FRESHMAN INDIAN END—Vito Ragazzo (above), reserve end on the William and Mary football team, is one of the most promising freshman of the 1947 crop at Freshman talent. Weighting 180 and standing six feet, these inches tall, he is 20 years old.

Kappa Delta house before Thanks­sgiving. Rub­bers were played Nov. 21 and 24 with the final days of play sched­uled for next week—Dec. 2 and 3 at 4:00. Another table of four girls is needed to complete the round. If anyone is interested she should contact Virginia MacKenzie at the Kappa Delta house before Thurs­day evening.

ALL-ENGLAND HOCKEY TEAM—Shown above are members of the outstanding All-England hockey team which visited the William and Mary campus while on tour of the United States playing outstanding American teams. They defeated the All-Virginia team at Richmond, 11-0.

Let Us Do The Work This Christmas

You Select the Gift

(We have them for all members of your family)

We'll Pack and Ship It for You

Duke of Gloucester WILLIAMSBURG
Meet The Man Of Brain And Brawn, Fantail Speaks As Wheels Roll On
By Fanny Fantail

Somewhere between the detailed accounts of a student's experiences and the plainspoken words of a campus personality, it was with much trepidation that Donald Ring, big wheat on campus, consented to be interviewed. After learning that there would be no pictures, he apologized, but was finally persuaded to reveal his 'real-self' when he assured that his name would appear in bold face.

"Regurgitation"
"Regurgitation," learned him, with quaint iterations when asked his opinion of the change in the color of our cafeteria books. "We don't need new coloring on our meat tickets. We don't even need meat-tickets as a matter of fact, why eat at all? Eating is nothing but a stupid pedantic habit. Let your minds feast on the finer things of life-as I do."

With that, Ring pulled out his dog-eared copy of Max Schulman's "Zero-foot Boy with Cross" and, fumbling a wayward curl from his brow, began laboriously reading it cover to cover at least twice a week, and since he's ambidextrous, millions of Mary's Go-Round. "As a vehicle for my talents, the weekly newspaper which now prints my version approved for veterans' training"


Donald Ring

"But any port in a storm. No one else will have them." Donald's future plans include trying to eliminate all articles from the newspaper except the sports page, the Chesterfield ad and the President's Go-Round. He would like to eliminate everyting, because for him it is much easier to destroy them than to construct.

H. LAPIDOW TAILOR
ALL KINDS OF ALTERATIONS Work Guaranteed ALSO SUIT MADE TO MEASURE

NO SUCCESSES LIEC WITH... by Arrow

If you're a gent who has a bent for a widespread collar.

Holster for an Arrow "Suxus," the classic of the spread collars.

Come in fine Oxford, and brocadeloch, plain, striped, solid colors and stripes.
Religious News

Westminster Fellowship

The second Union Supper of the year will be held at the Presbyterian church on Sunday, Nov. 30, at 7 p.m. This supper, sponsored by the Westminster Fellowship, will commence at 6 p.m. and will be followed by a speech by Eleanor Page, traveling secretary for the Presbyterian committee of Christian education.

Wesley Foundation

Following the regular Sunday evening supper at 6 p.m. at the Methodist Church, Dr. Katherine B. Jeffers, dean of women, will address the members of the Wesley Foundation.

Last week two members of the faculty, Mr. E. R. Johnson and Mr. H. J. Hogg, attended this annual regional conference at Camp Beulah, near Richmond, at which 12 Virginia colleges were represented. Two of the outstanding speakers at the conference were the Rev. D. D. Holt, who spoke in West chapel, on Nov. 15, and Dr. Delbert Baldwin, chairman of the Law School, at New York, on Nov. 16.

The Wesleyans will hold a party at the church on Friday night, Dec. 5, from 7:30 to 11 p.m. for students.

Student Club

On Sunday, Nov. 30, there will be a discussion group in the Doodle room of Phi Beta Kappa Hall at 7 p.m.

Newroom Club

Dr. George F. Ryan, professor of ancient languages, will address the Tuesday, Nov. 25 meeting of the Newroom Club at 7:30 p.m. Movies will also be shown. This meeting is being sponsored by the Newport News B'nai B'rith and is being held in the Bayliss senior center.

Four Students Present First Recital Of Year

Will Williams, Margaretsville; Anne Howard Dunn and Dennis Coghill, Bothwell, and Kay Ratzburg, Connie Carhart, were the first of the student recitals in Phi Beta Kappa Hall on Sunday afternoon, Nov. 23. Williams, a baritone, sang "Avant de quitter son foyer," from Faust, No. 3; "T'as le temps de pleurer," from The Magic Flute; and "Vaterland," by Speaks. Margaret's first selection, "Adeste Fideles," by Scarlatti, and Bach's "Prelude and Fugue in C major." Williams and Margaret publicly expressed their appreciation for the location of the Morais house.

Morais House Inmates

Declare, 'You Don't Have To Be Crazy, But It Helps'

By Nicky Dillard

"If we put up any more rigs, the college won't have to paint for another twenty years," declared Johnny Dayton when interviewed about the recent activities of the Morais house. During the last month the 51 boys living there have gone all out for William and Mary publicity by means of large posters on and around the house and on numerous places on the campus and through a public address system. "We felt a need for more display of school spirit," Johnny said, "and we took advantage of the location of the Morais house."

Formerly For Indians

The house located on Jamestown Road was formerly an Indian school and it is rumored that some beads are still found daily. In its more recent history the house housed the football players. It was at this point that the house had a term porch where the team sat and whistled at all the passing feminine passersby. This practice was frowned upon by the administration and the porch was taken off. Now the boys sit on the grass and whittle at the girls.

The boys in the house are very proud of their numerous priorities. They are the only group on campus who celebrate every time the Chimes cut out, and it is alleged that after a party the maid sweeps the bodies into a corner and if they haven't moved in three days, they are thrown out. They are also one of the few groups without a housemother, in fact, give the term two more years and there won't be a house. Room 104 holds the distinction of being the only room on campus with a private waterfall and they are the only group that broadcasts a personal request program.

Hop-Scotch Match Planned

The boys have many and various plans for the future. After recovering from the strenuous homecoming weekend where they went all out, they made plans for Thanksgiving, which they hope will not be curbed in any way. This week they planned to pass an elephant in the front yard, but in their excitement it was brought to their attention that there is a city ordinance prohibiting this, and, furthermore, the Union objected. In the athletic line plans are being completed for another twenty years," declared Johnny Dayton when interviewed about the recent activities of the Morais house. During the last month the 51 boys living there have gone all out for William and Mary publicity by means of large posters on and around the house and on numerous places on the campus and through a public address system. "We felt a need for more display of school spirit," Johnny said, "and we took advantage of the location of the Morais house."
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**Joe Buchanan, W&M Stage Veteran, Finds No Time For Phi Beta Kappa**

By Nicky Diller

Joe Buchanan, veteran actor on the William and Mary stage and acclaimed comedian of the Common Glory cast, left for Hilton Village where he spends long weekends when he can find time to make "the exhausting 26-mile trip."

Entering William and Mary in 1944, Joe has lived in Bruton Parish house for all four years. "Most any day Queensland—sunnys," Joe ventured. "From upstairs we hear all sorts of voices and our imagination works overtime."

**First Role**

In William and Mary production, Joe's first role was in Morter in the Cathedral, followed by the role of a lawyer in The Bachelor's Husband. "If I had a little parts, he declared, explaining, "I don't want to trouble my life by parts."

"I have a wonderful acting experience that a person's entirely cast in one egocentric part of the part he is playing in," Arrows and Old Lois was not just a Brooklyn cap, in which role he was able to play a type of part which is finely interesting.

Joe was gratified at being given a character, the "New Man," People always expect me to be funny," he said, "and what a relief."

This was followed by a small part in Jess Llewellyn and a leading role in The Skin of Our Teeth. Presently Joe is catching his breath and has no definite future commitments. As an English major, he commented that he had no time to make Phi Bete.

**Plays Children's Book**

"I hope to act in the Commendation."

---

**GARDNER T. BROOKS**

Real Estate - Inns

Duke of Gloucester Street Phone 128

---

**Joe Buchanan**

Glory again. Last summer I went into blinding heat and with question marks and came out greener, with dollar marks," he laughed. "The comedy role of a chicken, Captain Sydenlace, (originally Sydenlace but changed because Sydenlace is a good old Virginia name) Joe perhaps receives more favorable criticism than any member of the cast."

"This is the first role, I've really been able to live up to and not feel that it was stepping into somebody else's shoes. It was a real challenge to see how much I could do with the part in a long run play you can almost see the audience reaction and change the part accordingly. I can't act an actor is handicapped by the fact that each play is only presented twice. A different audience makes a big difference, but this is fine." Concerning the upcoming William and Mary Miss Cooke was connected previously with Riverside hospital there. She arrived in Williamsburg Nov. 17.

**Harvel**

One of the World's Finest Watches

To Return Annual Proofs

Botty declined the school needs are greater for proceeds. "So, I propose this week to take a little nobody and put him in the limelight," Donald Hing. "You're here your big moment" stated Edith Sherman.

"Anyone to check from the church steps: Joe Fadden, Lucile Duerell, Joyce Hodges and Betty Davis."

"If you play the field—June Morel; Bill Law, the long lawn; and Bob Quynn chasing butterflies to pass the time of day."

Despite the cold weather: Molly Duggins planned to ZACK'S Furnace. (Botty must inspire somebody)

Johnny Dayton" dittos Jeanie Collins, Leo Mitchell and Nancy McLaughlin.

"Like the old adage?" the "Oover club at Barrett—call-ins with pies-ups of "mass of distraction."

"Tom Mikula getting WREAK, you know, opposite of STRONG."

---

**Rushing**

(Carried From Page 1)

new pledges are not to associate with more walls, to go to their house at 1 p.m. All rushers must be present and must stand outside before the presents of the Thursday. This schedule will remain the same, with the exception of Thursday when it will begin at 9:30 p.m. to permit fraternity men and rushers to get ready.

Rush parties will take place between 2 and 5 p.m. and with the exception of Thursday Saturday is silence day, and fraternity men may mention a Faculty to a rusher beginning Friday, Dec. 14 until Sunday at 1 p.m.

**Rush Invitations**

To pledge will be delivered after midnight Saturday and acceptance will be indicated at the meeting on Dec. 17 between 2 and 3 p.m.

"I am confident that concurrent rush parties and socials this year will assure the high level of interest in college activities," stated Will- inson.

**Miss Cooke Becomes Housemother In Barrett**

Miss Lilliam Beggs Cooke has been appointed housemother in Barrett hall, substituting for Margarette Wyman-Robertson, assis- tant dean of women.

Concerning the upcoming News Miss Cooke was connected previously with Riverside hospital there. She arrived in Williamsburg Nov. 17.

**C&O Representative To Take Reservations**

"Students interested in hav- ing a representative of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad visit the college could make their reservations for travel during the Christmas holidays period and arrive at the college by 4 p.m. to inform the dorm housemothers or members of "Her Fair," de- clared John E. Boccur, dean of men, on Thursday.

**Hockey**

(Continued From Page 5)

attributed to over-eating," said Miss Appleye. They have led a much softer life and have much discussion.

Miss Appleye stated that the football team meets with schools, colleges, and clubs. "This is something that must be taken during class time. This idea should be introduced by the coach into the team, and when she leaves, she will be able to talk to the team about joy of playing a good game of hockey."

**Library To Remain Open**

Robert H. Land, associate li- brarian, announced that the library will be open on Thanksgiving evening from 2 to 5 p.m.

---

**Virginia Gazette**

Master Printers

Since 1746

Printers For The College

Students During Colonial Days

---

**WILLS REQUESTS STUDENTS TO RETURN ANNUAL PROOFS**

Lola Willia, editor of the Colonial Echo, declared that students must return their proofs within the week. "Students who fail to submit their proofs within the week will not be included in the publication," stated Wills. In the event that their proofs are not submitted, the Echo will be distributed to the campus the following week.

---

**Will and Mary Rill Smith and Mary Virginia Collins, Sports Lovers, are selling the big rush Saturday night and Pete Quynn chasing butterflies to pass the time of day."

---

**WISSKE:**

---

**WEST END VALET SHOP**

**BARRY, TONI, ROSALIE, KATHRYN:**

---

**WAGWAM**

TEXT BOOKS AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES

---

**FOUNTAIN**

---

**PENNSYLVANIA BANK AND TRUST COMPANY**

Serving Williamsburg and the Peninsula

Member

- FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA

---

**CLEANING—PRESSING**

EXPERT ALTERATIONS

SUITES MADE TO ORDER

"Done Right for Your Delight"
Ginny Parthenis —
Reigns As Randolph-Macon Queen
By Erika Pollock

Presentation of the crown and the title, Miss Randolph-Macon Court Queen, has a long history, as the gaining of the honors bestowed upon Virginia (Ginny) Parthenis, William and Mary junior, who was chosen Homecoming Queen of the college, illustrates.

Ginny was entered in the queen contest by George Anderson, Randolph-Macon sophomore and Phi Delta Theta member. Pictures of Ginny were submitted to judges composed of members of the student body. "I think it was just a lucky thing," Ginny said when she discovered the results.

"But I never thought I'd have a chance when I saw the other girls!"

Crowned at Homecoming Game
Ginny was lined up on the field with the other finalists between the halves of the Homecoming football contest and was selected May Queen at her high school, Cinny was given a two-page spread in the 1947-48 Yellow Jacket Annual.

Virginia Parthenis
Ginny also is required to reign with all the major Randolph-Macon dances and will hold her title until the new queen is chosen next fall.

The Randolph-Macon title is the second such crown she has received. In 1945 she reigned as May Queen at her high school, Citron Forge. Ginny also was a member of the Cast of the Depressed Ginny last spring.

A Junior at William and Mary, she is majoring in textiles and is a member of the Colonial Echo staff.

Sinclair Lists Pool Periods
Exhibition Of Student Art
The Senior Life Saving course, or a week-end visit, you'll go farther for less by- way Trip
FBI Representative
To Conduct Interview

The survey revealed a need for fewer distractions and some demilitarization with the regulation gym suit than in use.

The WAA questionnaire showed that a large majority of the students favored the present varsity program but that only a few students wished to participate in var- iety sports. Seventy-six per cent of the students declared that they would be interested spectators at all women's sports events.

Committee Members
Family members of the student-faculty committee which prepared the department questionnaire were Dr. Sinclair: Master D. Reader; assistant professor of physical education, Martha E. Blackdale, associate professor of physical education; and R. Wayne Kornell, instructor in sociology. Gloria Mc-Cauley, Martha Adams, Betty Leach, Betty Collyer, Jeanne Payne and Joan Felix were the student representatives.

This committee, with a few changes in membership, will continue its study next year and endeavor to develop a program for the department which were brought out as a result of the survey. Complete results of the survey and a progress report of the committee will have to be presented at the TSCOA meeting on Monday, Dec. 1.

As Tribe Runners
Revie Sport Here

The William and Mary cross- country team has won the first invitational meet, and from this squad, the first since the war, several potentially fine runners have emerged for the future.

Clyde Baker Stars

Baker, who hails from New York City, was one of the team's standouts. He had developed a stomach cramp, he prob- ably would have finished in the top ten in the Southern conference.

The team returned from a trip toecome as a half-half or as a quarter mile man. Baker is a senior.

Others who showed exceptional promise were sophomore Wallace Jackson, junior Don Johnson, junior meet, and freshman Ernest de Carpentier, Virginia Lynch and Virginia Cleevers.

"The team deserves a vote of thanks from the college. The runners must be given credit for the favorable weather conditions. The weather was ideal for running," said William and Mary, said Coach Thomas.

A junior at William and Mary, Mary and Mary camp-

A junior at William and Mary, she is majoring in textiles and is a member of the Colonial Echo staff.

Sinclair Lists Pool Periods

The swimming plans for this year have been drawn up by the Athletic Association and are as follows:

Now gym will be opened to mixed swimming Friday nights from 8 to 9 p.m. Plunge hours for girls will be held on Tues-

Admission to the formal event is $3.00 per couple, $1.50 per person, and $3.00 for single partici-

Parents who will be in the Philadelphia area during the Christmas season and who may write Dr. Glazier at the Merch, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Scarb Society Will Offer Exhibition Of Student Art

An art exhibit limited to William and Mary and Mary Crane will be held in the Phi Beta Kappa hall the week beginning Feb. 3, Su-

The pieces to be entered must be 3" by 5" in size. They will be exhibited for two days after the opening.

The exhibition will include art works created by students, students and students, paintings, lithographs, prints, paintings, prints, prints, prints.

"The exhibit will be open to the public at the end of the first day of the student's term in college, in the second term, or in the last term of high school," Susanne declared.

The pieces to be entered must be submitted to the Fine Arts building by Jan. 27.
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